ONLINE EXAMINATION FORM FILL UP and ONLINE PAYMENT through I-COLLECT scheme of STATE BANK of INDIA for EXAM FEES and GENERATION OF ADMIT CARD for appearing in ODD SEMESTER SUPPLE EXAM 2015-16 for UG- 4th Year REGULAR students under Faculty of Engineering & Technology[LINK JU WEBSITE->EXAMINATION ->ODD SEM SUPPLE EXAM]

1. DATES FOR FILLING ONLINE EXAMINATION FORM
FACULTY OF ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY (INCLUDING ALL COURSES OF SALT LAKE CAMPUS) : 30.5.16 to 31.5.16

2) DATES FOR PAYMENT THROUGH I-COLLECT SCHEME of SBI BY NET BANKING/DEBIT/CREDIT CARD OF ANY BANK:

[STUDENTS WILL LOG IN FURTHER ON 02/6/16 & 03/6/16 AND WILL PUT THE CLASS ROLL NO & DEMAND NO GENERATED DURING FORM FILLING UP AND THEN PAY BY NET BANKING/DEBIT/ CREDIT CARD OF ANY BANK]

3) ONLINE ADMIT CARD WILL BE AVAILABLE ON AND FROM 05/6/2016

4) HELPDESK WILL BE INSTALLED AT THE UG ARTS BUILDING TO ADDRESS THE PROBLEM IN LOG-IN /CLASS ROLL NO. /WRONG AMOUNT OF FEES/SPELLING MISTAKE IN NAME /WRONG REGISTRATION NO.

NO DATE WITH LATE FINE CAN BE GIVEN IN ANY WAY

TENTATIVE DATES OF EXAM FROM 7.4.16

CONTROLLER OF EXAMINATIONS

Copy to:
1) REGISTRAR, 2) FO, 3) JOINT REGISTRAR (ACADEMICS), 4) DFO,
5) Accounts Officer(IB), 6) SS, MR Section (JU AND SALT LAKE CAMPUS), 7) Cashier , 8) OSD – A & SO